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ABSTRACT 
We strengthen a recent monotonicity theorem on an operator function due to 
Furuta, which is an extension of an operator inequality known as Furuta’s inequality. 
This is done by using means of operators. It leads to an alternative proof of Ando’s 
result on the geometric mean. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1987, one of the authors [3] established an operator inequality which is 
an extension of the famous Lawner-Heinz inequality, as follows: 
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FURUTA’S INEQUALITY. Let A and B be positive operators acting on a 
Hilbert space. If A 2 B > 0, then 
( B~APB~) (1+2r)/(p +2r) ~ B’ +2r (1) 
and 
for p 2 1 and r > 0. 
We note that these formulae differ in an inessential way from Furuta’s 
original statement. 
Very recently, he showed the following theorem as an outcome of studies 
of his inequality in [S]. 
THEOREM F. If A > B z 0 and r > 0, then 
F(~) = ( BTA~B~)(~ +zr)/(?J+zr) for p 2 1 (3) 
is a monotone increasing function. 
It is easily seen that Theorem F implies Furuta’s inequality. 
On the other hand, we have attempted a mean-theoretic approach to 
Furuta’s inequality in [2], [4], [6], and [7]. The theory of means of operators 
was established by Kubo and Ando [8], whose principle is the correspon- 
dence between operator monotone functions f and means m given by 
f(t) = lmt (t>0). (4) 
In connection with the LBwner-Heinz inequality, they exhibit means m, for 
0 < a < 1 such that 
lm,t = ta (t>0). (5) 
Let us put m(p,21.) = m(l+2,)/(,,+2r). Since we may assume that B is invert- 
ible in Theorem F, we may rephrase it to say that if A > B > 0 and r 2 0, 
then 
B-2’ m 
(Pz2r) A P (pal) 
is monotone increasing in p. 
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The purpose of this note is to point out that the operator function given 
by (6) is a monotone increasing function of both variables p > 1 and r > 0. AS 
an application, one can give an alternative proof to a result by Ando [l] that 
G(p)= B-“m,,, A” is an increasing function. We here remark that, though 
(1) and (2) are mutually equivalent, they have distinct poles in our discus- 
sion. As a matter of fact, we need (2) and (1) in proving monotonicity in p 
and r respectively. 
2. RESULT 
A binary operation m among positive operators is called a mean if m is 
upper-semicontinuous and satisfies 
(I) A<Cand B< D implyAmB<CmD, 
(II) T*(AmB)T < T*ATmT*BT for any T. 
(II) is called the transformer inequality; a special case is that if T is 
invertible, then 
T*(AmB)T = T*ATmT*BT. 
In particular, the means m, can be used as m here. These properties are 
used below. 
Now our result is stated: 
THEOREM 1. lfA>,B>O, then 
M( P,r) = B-2rmCp,2rjAP 
is a monotone increasing function, that is, 
M(p+t,r+s)>M(p,r) 
(7) 
for p 2 1 and r, s, t > 0. 
To prove this, we first show the following lemma, obtained from Furuta’s 
inequality and the LGwner-Heinz inequality (LH). 
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LEMMA. lf A 2 B > 0, then 
and 
( BrApB’)8/(rj+2’) a B,s (9) 
for p > 1, r 2 0, and 1 > s > 0. 
Proof. If 1 > 2r, then A” > B2’ by (LH). From this, since 1 2 s/(p + 
2r) > 0, we have (81 by applying (LH) again. Next, if 2r 2 1, then 
A’ +l’ > (Ar,/2B2rA+’ + P)/(P +2r) 
by interchanging p with 2r in (2). Hence (8) follows from (LH), because 
1 > s/(1 + p). The other inequality (9) is proved similarly from (1) and (LH). 
n 
We mention that one of the above inequalities was obtained in [7, 
Corollary 21. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that A and B are both invertible. 
First of all, we prove that M(p + s, t-1 > ~(p,r) for I > s > O. Putting 
m = m~p+,s,2r~r it follows from (8) that 
M( p + s, r) = BP” mAI’+” 
= AP/2( A- p/2B-“‘A-“/” mA”)A,l/2 
2 ApI2 (A P/z&@“) -’ m ( AP/2B2rAI,/2)s’/‘P+2” AP/2 1 
= AP/z( A- p/2B-2rA--p/2 (P-w(P+2~)Ap/2 
> 
=APm (r,-l~,(p+2r~B-2r 
= B-2rm 
(p,2r) AP 
= M(p,r). 
The last equality is implied by the fact that Cm, D = Dm, _~ C for I 2 a 2 0. 
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Next we show the monotonicity in r. Putting m = mCp,2r+sj for 1 > s > 0, 
it follows from (9) that 
M(p,r+ s/2) = B-‘(B-“mBrAPB’)B-’ 
> B-’ k 
B’A”B’) - ./(P+2r)mB’A”B’]R-’ 
= g-f-( grApgr)(l +zr)/(p f2r)B-r 
= M(p,r). 
As an easy consequence, we have the following; cf. [7, Theorem]. 
COROLLARY 2. lfA>B>O, then 
B-“‘mAJ’ > A > B > A-2’mBJ’ 
for p > 1 and r > 0, where m = mC,),2rJ. 
3. APPLICATION 
A modification of Theorem 1 might be considered. Let us define 
m (p.a,f) = m(,+,)/(,+,) 
for p > t > 0 and s > 0. Clearly m(, ,.,s, 1j = rn( ,,,” ). 
THEOREM 3. IfA>B>O, thenforagivent>O 
M,(p,r) = B-2rm(p,2r,t)AP 
is monotone increasing in p > t and r > 0. 
The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1; the Lemma again works 
well. As an application of this, we have the following result due to Ando [l] 
associated with Puruta’s inequality. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let g = m,,, be the geometric meun. Then 
G(p) = B-“gA” 
is monotone increasing in p > 0 whenever A > B > 0. 
As a matter of fact, all we have to do is put t = 0 and r = p/2 in 
Theorem 3. 
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